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ABSTRACT

Background The role of long-acting β-agonists (LABA) added to inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) in the management of asthma is extensively debated. We thought to assess the risk of asthma-related hospitalisation in individuals who regularly filled prescriptions for ICS+LABA compared to those who regularly filled prescriptions for ICS alone or LABA alone, and compared to those who did not regularly fill such medications.

Methods Using administrative health databases of the province of British Columbia (BC), Canada, from 1997 to 2012, we conducted a nested case-control analysis of a cohort of asthma patients. Cases were defined as those who experienced asthma-related hospitalisation after the first year of their entry into the cohort. For each case, up to 20 controls were matched based on age, sex, date of cohort entry, and several measures of asthma severity. We categorised individuals as regularly exposed, irregularly exposed, or non-exposed to ICS alone, LABA alone, or ICS+LABA based on dispensation records in the past 12 months. The primary outcome measures were the rate ratio (RR) of the asthma-related hospitalisation among categories of regular exposure.

Results 3319 cases were matched to 43,023 controls. The RR for regular dispensation of ICS+LABA was 1.14 (95% CI 0.93 to 1.41) compared with regular dispensation of ICS alone and 0.45 (95% CI 0.29 to 0.70) compared with regular dispensation of LABA alone. Those who regularly dispensed LABA had to dispense an ICS for at least three quarters of a year to reduce their risk to that of those who did not dispense LABA.

Conclusions Regular dispensation of ICS+LABA was not associated with an increased risk of asthma-related hospitalisation compared with regular dispensation of ICS alone. Adherence to ICS in patients who regularly receive ICS+LABA seems to be an important factor in the prevention of adverse asthma-related outcomes.

INTRODUCTION

The safety of long-acting β agonists (LABA) in asthma has been the subject of much debate.1–4 While there is little doubt about the beneficial impact of LABA in reducing asthma symptoms, improving lung function and achieving clinical control,5–10 there is also compelling evidence that regular use of LABA as monotherapy increases the risk of serious asthma events, such as death and hospitalisations.11–12 Lingering concerns have led the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to require that manufacturers of LABA conduct randomised controlled trials (RCT) on the safety of the concomitant use of LABA and inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) versus ICS alone.1,3 The primary outcome of such trials is the composite event of asthma-related death, hospitalisation, or intubation, though it is already speculated that the results will be mainly driven by hospitalisation.3,13 The results of such RCTs will not be available for at least the next 5 years.

Health administrative databases provide a unique opportunity to examine the relation between drug exposure and rare outcomes. They provide large sample sizes and longitudinal information surpassing the follow-up time of feasible RCTs, and often consist of diverse and representative patient population. British Columbia (BC) is a western Canadian province with a population of 4.2 million, and a public health insurance system. The objective of this study was to use the comprehensive health administrative data of the province to evaluate the association between asthma-related hospitalisation and regular dispensation of ICS+LABA relative to regular dispensation of ICS alone or LABA alone among individuals with asthma.
METHODS
This was a population-based nested case-control study of a cohort of patients who dispensed asthma medications identified using BC’s provincial healthcare databases. We chose a nested case-control design because of the time-varying nature of the exposure, the complexities involved in ascertaining concomitant exposure to two medications, and the need for adjusting for temporal variations in the severity of asthma to overcome confounding by indication. The computational efficiencies of this design allowed us to contrast the risk of outcomes among several relevant exposure groups in a unified framework.

For the time period of April 1997 to March 2008, we had access to the databases recording basic demographic and socioeconomic variables, vital statistics, hospital discharge records (discharge diagnostic codes in either ICD-9th revision (ICD-9), or ICD-10), and outpatient medical services provided by practitioners (including one ICD-9 code for the service). We also had access to the PharmaNet, a database that captures information on all prescription drugs dispensed in the province, including a unique drug identifier, quantity and duration records. Additionally, once the study cohort was created, we could obtain updated data for individuals in the cohort until April 2012. All datasets are linkable at the individual level, and the data are shown to have very low rate of missing, under-reporting, or misclassification. Since all legal residents of BC receive universal healthcare, the data are representative of the population. This database has successfully been used in addressing important drug safety questions.

Cohort definition
Subjects were eligible for inclusion in the study if, during any 12-month window during which the subject’s age was between 12 years and 45 years, they had filled at least three prescriptions for asthma-related medications (list available in the online supplementary material); however, once included, patients could remain in the cohort until they were 55 years old. For each patient, we defined the entry date as the date of the earliest dispensation of the first three dispensations that satisfied this criterion. In line with similar studies, we imposed a 12-month baseline period, during which the asthma-related hospitalisations were not considered towards the outcome, to ensure that there were sufficient longitudinal data to measure the regularity of exposure, and to protect against the immortal time bias associated with the ascertainment of exposure over time. Therefore, the time zero for the analysis was 12 months after the entry date. All outcome dates were defined relative to time zero. Subjects were followed from time zero to the exit date defined as the last date of registration with the health system, the date the patient became 55 years, date of death, or 1/4/2012, whichever came first.

The outcome
The outcome of the study was asthma-related hospitalisation (the outcome). This was defined as a hospital discharge record with asthma (ICD-9: 493.x, ICD-10: J45, J46) being the most responsible reason for hospitalisation. The hospital discharge database is maintained nationally by the Canadian Institute of Health Information, and undergoes regular validation studies (https://secure.cihi.ca/estore/productSeries.htm?pc=PCC228). A recent chart review of the data showed that the main diagnosis of asthma in a discharge record had a sensitivity of 87% and a positive predictive value of 90%. Given that hospitalisations were included only after a case definition of asthma was satisfied, the likelihood of such hospitalisation being truly due to asthma should be even higher. Asthma-related deaths were not frequent enough to allow meaningful inference, and hence, were not evaluated as the outcome in the main analysis.

Cases
Within the cohort, we identified the first asthma-related hospitalisation occurring after time zero and before the exit date; the date of such hospitalisation relative to time zero was considered the index date.

Controls
We used incidence density sampling to construct a nested case-control dataset. For each hospitalisation, we first constructed a risk set consisting of all individuals who had been followed in the data at least as long as time-to-hospitalisation of their corresponding case. Each control was assigned an index date equal to the index date (relative to time zero) of the corresponding case. Controls could not have experienced asthma-related hospitalisation between their time zero and index date.

Matching
We matched controls with cases based on date of birth (within 2 years), date of entry (within 3 months), sex and six variables representing asthma severity, all previously used as proxies of asthma severity in observational studies. For asthma severity variables, we dichotomised the value with the cut-off to be the midpoint between the average values among cases and controls. The resulting six binary matching variables were as follows: (1) any hospital admission due to asthma, (2) more than six dispensions for short-acting β agonists (SABA); (3) any use of oral/parenteral corticosteroids; (4) any use of oral/nebulised β agonists; (5) more than five asthma-related dispensations other than steroids and β-agonists; and (6) more than four asthma-related outpatient services. All these variables were measured in the 12-month period before the index date, with the exception of asthma-related hospitalisation that was measured in the 12-month period after the entry date. For each case, up to 20 controls among the controls were selected at random.

Exposure
Based on drug dispensation records, each subject was categorised as being regularly exposed, irregularly exposed, or non-exposed to ICS alone, LABA alone, or ICS+LABA, henceforth referred to as study drugs, as follows: we divided the 12-month period immediately before the index date into four three-month periods and defined regular exposure to ICS+LABA as having at least one dispensation for ICS and one for LABA (or at least one dispensation for single-inhaler ICS+LABA) in each period. Among individuals not satisfying the criterion for regular exposure to ICS+LABA, we defined regular exposure to ICS alone or regular exposure to LABA alone as having at least one record of dispensation for ICS (without any dispensation for LABA) or LABA (without any dispensation for ICS), respectively, during each period. Such a definition creates mutually exclusive categories for regular exposure to ICS alone, LABA alone and ICS+LABA, as well a ‘no exposure’ category not satisfying any regular exposure criteria. Additionally, subjects who did not satisfy the regular exposure criteria for a study drug, but had at least one dispensation for that drug in the year before the index date, were considered as irregularly exposed to that study drug. A similar method was used to further subclassify exposure to ICS+LABA in separate inhalers versus a single inhaler.
The latter group was further classified into exposure to budesonide+formoterol or fluticasone+salmeterol, the combination inhalers approved in Canada during the study period. In order to account for the potential stockpiling of drugs by patients, in above calculations we broke up dispensions with long days of supply (more than 30 days) to multiple consecutive dispensations.

Analysis
All analyses were performed in SAS V9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina, USA). Two-tailed p values were considered significant at 0.05. We compared the Rate Ratio (RR) of the outcome between cases and controls using conditional logistic regression for matched data. The distribution of baseline covariates and measures of asthma severity were presented for cases and controls, with appropriate weighting of controls for many-to-one matched data.26 The regression was adjusted for the exact values of the variables used for matching, as well as for socioeconomic status (represented by neighborhood-income quintiles) and several measures of comorbidity including non-asthma-related hospitalisations, non-asthma-related outpatient services, total number of medication dispensations, and the Charlson Comorbidity Index,27 all measured during the 12 months before the index date. The main regression included, aside from the covariates, variables representing regular and irregular use of the study medications. The reference group in this analysis, therefore, is individuals who did not fill prescription for any of the study medications. We also repeated the analysis with the reference group defined as those who did not fill or irregularly filled the study medication. This was performed by fitting the same regression model as above, but removing the variables representing irregular use.

The primary measures of interest were the pair-wise RRs of the outcome among those regularly exposed to ICS alone, LABA alone and ICS+LABA. Secondary outcomes were the RRs for regular exposure versus no exposure, and for regular exposure versus irregular/no exposure combined, for each study drug.

In order to study the impact of the regularity of exposure to ICS on the outcome among individuals who were regularly exposed to LABA, we created a variable counting the number of quarters in the 12-month period before the index date in which at least one ICS prescription was filled (a value between 0 and 4). We then measured the RR of the outcome across levels of this variable. A similar method was used to study the impact of the regularity of exposure to LABA among those who were regularly exposed to ICS. We performed several sensitivity analyses testing the impact of the different features of the design on the main results of the study, details of which are reported in the online supplementary material.

RESULTS
A total of 127 081 individuals satisfied the cohort definition. The mean age at cohort entry was 28.1 (SD 10.3) years; and 63.8% were women. There was a total of 3319 first instances of hospitalisation after the 12-month baseline period, defining the case set for this analysis. These individuals were matched to 43 023 controls (on average 13.0 controls per case).

Baseline demographic, asthma severity and comorbidity status of cases and controls are provided in table 1. Cases had indicators of more severe asthma than controls, even after matching, justifying further adjustment for such variables in the regression model. Cases also had higher measures of comorbidity than controls.

Overall, 4.4%, 12.2% and 0.5% of the cohort were classified as regularly exposed to ICS+LABA, ICS alone and LABA alone, respectively. Table 2 presents the cross-tabulation of case/control status and drug exposure groups.

The adjusted RRs for the outcome between exposure groups are presented in figure 1. There was no statistically significant difference in the risk of the outcome among those who regularly filled prescriptions for ICS+LABA compared with those who

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Characteristics of cases and controls*</th>
<th>Cases (n=3319)</th>
<th>Controls† (n=43 023)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at entry (SD)‡</td>
<td>28.0 (10.3)</td>
<td>28.1 (10.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(median, (IQR))</td>
<td>(28.6 (18.7–37.3))</td>
<td>(28.6 (18.7–37.2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at index date (SD)‡</td>
<td>32.6 (11.0)</td>
<td>32.6 (11.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(median, (IQR))</td>
<td>(33.5 (23.2–42.1))</td>
<td>(33.5 (23.2–42.1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Female‡</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>63.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables ascertained in the 12-month baseline period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of asthma-related hospitalisations in baseline‡</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variables ascertained in the 12-month period prior to the index date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of dispensations of short-acting β agonists</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>6.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of dispensations of oral or nebulised β agonists</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of dispensations of oral or injected corticosteroids</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of asthma-related outpatient services§</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of dispensations of other asthma-related medications</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>8.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlson comorbidity index</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-asthma-related hospitalisations</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-asthma-related outpatient services§</td>
<td>42.29</td>
<td>38.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of dispensations of medications of all type</td>
<td>26.31</td>
<td>20.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All statistics for controls are weighted by the inverse of the number of controls in each stratum. Matching was complete on all 6 asthma-related variables for 87.5% of controls, and on at least 5 variables in 96.8% of controls.
†Variable is used for matching.
‡An outpatient service is actively provided by a health practitioner that can be reimbursed by the government. A visit to a physician often results in billing for several services (see BC MSP Payment Schedule at http://www.health.gov.bc.ca/msp/infoprac/physbilling/payschedule/index.html for details).
regularly filled prescriptions for ICS alone (RR=1.14 (95% CI 0.93 to 1.41), p=0.218). On the other hand, those who regularly filled prescriptions for ICS+LABA had a significantly reduced risk of the outcome compared to those who regularly dispensed LABA alone (RR=0.45 (95% CI 0.29 to 0.70), p<0.001). Similarly, regular dispensation of ICS alone was associated with a significantly lower risk of the outcome compared with regular dispensation of LABA alone (RR=0.40 (95% CI 0.26 to 0.60), p<0.001). No difference was detected between regular dispensation of ICS+LABA in separate inhalers versus in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular use of</th>
<th>Cases, n=3319 n (% within row)</th>
<th>Controls, n=43 023 n (% within row)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regular exposure*</td>
<td>Irregular exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICS+LABA‡</td>
<td>180 (5.4)</td>
<td>585 (17.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate inhalers</td>
<td>43 (1.3)</td>
<td>403 (12.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single inhaler</td>
<td>133 (4.0)</td>
<td>403 (12.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budenoside+formoterol</td>
<td>123 (3.7)</td>
<td>68 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluticasone+salmeterol</td>
<td>84 (2.5)</td>
<td>290 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICS alone</td>
<td>354 (10.7)</td>
<td>1483 (44.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABA alone</td>
<td>33 (1.0)</td>
<td>77 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Regular exposure was defined as having a record of at least one dispensation of the corresponding medication in each of the four-month periods in the 12 months before the index date.
†No exposure to ICS+LABA means the individual was not exposed to ICS nor to LABA in the 12 months prior to the index date. No exposure to ICS alone means the individual did not dispense ICS (either monotherapy or in a combined inhaler with LABA). Similarly, No exposure to LABA alone means the individual did not dispense LABA (either monotherapy or in a combined inhaler with ICS).
‡Number of regular ICS+LABA users is more than the sum of regular single-inhaler and regular double inhaler users because some individuals switched from single-inhaler to double-inhaler ICS+LABA, or vice versa, thus satisfying the criteria for regular ICS+LABA use but not the criteria for combination or separate inhaler use. The same reason causes the sum of irregular users of budenoside+formoterol and fluticasone+salmeterol to be more than the number of irregular users of single-inhaler ICS+LABA.

ICS, inhaled corticosteroids; LABA, long-acting β-agonists.

Figure 1 Forest plot of risk ratios (RR) of asthma-hospitalisation for exposure to inhaled corticosteroids (ICS)+ long-acting β-agonists (LABA), ICS, or LABA‡.
a single inhaler, as well as between two different formulations of single-inhaler ICS+LABA (table 2 and figure 1).

When the reference group was defined as those who did not fill any prescription for ICS and/or LABA in the past year, regular dispensation of ICS+LABA was not associated with the outcome (RR=0.90 (95% CI 0.75 to 1.08), p=0.269); but regular dispensation of ICS was associated with a reduced risk of the outcome (RR=0.79 (95% CI 0.68 to 0.91), p<0.001). Those who regularly dispensed LABA alone, on the other hand, were at increased risk compared to this reference group (RR=1.86 (95% CI 1.23 to 2.81), p=0.003). When the reference group was defined as non-exposed/irregularly exposed combined, regular dispensation of ICS+LABA was associated with a significantly reduced risk of the outcome (figure 1).

Results of the analysis of the relation between ICS exposure and the outcome in those who regularly dispensed LABA are illustrated in figure 2. Among those who regularly dispensed LABA, each 3-month period with an ICS dispensation was associated with a 27.8% reduction in the risk of the outcome (RR=0.79 (95% CI 0.68 to 0.91), p<0.001). Among those who regularly dispensed ICS, the RR only minimally increased as a function of the number of quarters in which a LABA prescription was filled (p=0.885).

Results of sensitivity analyses are presented in the online supplementary material. In all the analyses, the RR of ICS+LABA versus ICS remained non-significant (the CI included one), while regular dispensation of ICS+LABA remained significantly associated with a lower risk of the outcome compared with regular dispensation of LABA. In two scenarios, when the analysis did not control for SABA use, and when individuals with a history of asthma-related hospitalisation at baseline were removed, regular dispensation of ICS+LABA versus no dispensation of ICS or LABA became associated with a significantly reduced risk of the outcome.

DISCUSSION

We investigated the association between regular dispensation of ICS and/or LABA and the risk of hospitalisation due to asthma. According to our results, there was no significant difference in the risk among those who regularly dispensed ICS+LABA compared with individuals who regularly dispensed ICS alone. In none of the scenarios investigated in the sensitivity analysis was the risk associated with ICS+LABA significantly different than the risk associated with ICS alone, while there always remained a statistically significant reduced risk among those who regularly dispensed ICS+LABA compared with those who regularly dispensed LABA alone. Our results are also generally in line with previous findings that regular exposure to ICS reduces the risk of asthma-related hospitalisation, while regular exposure to LABA without concomitant ICS increases the rate of such events, lending face validity to our overall findings.

Our analysis is based on 15 years of administrative health records of an entire population in a well-defined geographic area. This gives weight to the generalisability and applicability of research findings by reducing selection bias. The large sample size and the choice of the analytical framework allowed us to simultaneously contrast the risk of the outcome within several exposure groups, providing a broad picture on the interaction between exposure to ICS and/or LABA and the risk of asthma-related hospitalisation. We also believe the assessment of the regular exposure to ICS+LABA over a long-term period, as performed in the present study, is directly relevant to current policy concerns. There are, however, limitations to our study. Our case definition of asthma, although validated and used by other investigators, was based on medication records. The assessment of exposure was based on drug dispensation records and not drug intake. Patients who fill a prescription do not necessarily use the medication, or use it for the intended period. Additionally, some patients might receive drug samples from their physicians which are not captured in the health records. An important issue surrounding administrative data analysis for pharmaco-epidemiology studies is the potential for confounding by indication or disease severity. In the context of this study, this type of confounding may arise when patients who fill higher number of prescriptions may have more severe asthma, and thus, are at greater risk of experiencing adverse asthma-related outcomes. We tried to minimise such confounding by matching and adjustment by several measures of asthma severity. Residual confounding by indication is unlikely to be responsible for the observed results in this study; for such a confounding would have acted towards increasing the RR towards a

The left panel presents the rate ratio of asthma-related hospitalisation among those who regularly dispensed LABA, compared to those who did not dispense any LABA, based on the number of the quarters in the past year in which an ICS was dispensed. The right panel shows the same outcome for those who regularly dispensed ICS (versus those who did not dispense any ICS) as a function of the number of quarters in which a regular LABA was dispensed.

For this analysis, regular ICS+LABA use was re-coded as regular LABA use, with ICS received in all 4 quarters.

Figure 2 The impact of the regularity of inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) use in regular long-acting β-agonists (LABA) users, and vice versa.
Respiratory research

harmful effect for the comparison of ICS+LABA versus monotherapy with ICS or with LABA.

Other investigators have reported on the safety of ICS+LABA in asthma.\(^{29}\) In a case-control study involving 333 cases of asthma-related hospitalisations, Wang et al.\(^{29}\) reported an adjusted OR of 0.54 for current exposure versus no exposure to ICS+LABA. The authors did not report the comparative safety of ICS+LABA versus ICS which is the centre of the debate and the outcome of the FDA-required trials. In a retrospective cohort study of the health records of 1828 individuals with asthma, Wells et al.\(^{10}\) studied the relation between exposure to ICS+LABA or ICS alone in the previous 180 days and severe asthma exacerbations. They observed that the addition of LABA to ICS was associated with a significant reduction in the risk of the outcome (p=0.049). Both the aforementioned studies were smaller studies based on US commercial health insurance data, thus, their generalisability is in doubt. The FDA’s meta-analysis of LABA trials found a statistically significant increase in the risk of the composite event of asthma-related hospitalisation, intubation, or death in the trials in which users of LABA did not use ICS, whereas no significant change in risk was observed for ICS+LABA versus ICS.\(^{15}\) Our results are in line with these findings. On the basis of nearly 20 systematic reviews and database studies, Rodrigo et al.\(^{6}\) reached similar conclusions.

Currently, FDA recommendations state that LABA should be used in conjunction with other controller medications for the shortest duration of time, and discontinued once asthma control is achieved.\(^{11}\) This poses challenges on how to stop LABA in patients who only achieve control with the addition of a LABA. The lack of association between regular exposure to ICS+LABA compared with ICS alone and the risk of hospitalisation in our study provides evidence that as long as adherence to ICS is ensured, there might be no need for such a step-off approach. This is especially relevant in the light of the recent evidence on the increase in asthma-associated impairment from the discontinuation of LABA.\(^{32}\)

There is a large body of literature suggesting that if a patient’s asthma remains uncontrolled despite regular use of ICS, the addition of a LABA provides superior asthma control than increasing the dose of ICS.\(^{33,34}\) but there is a lack of consensus on the safety of this therapy. The results of the trials required by the FDA will not be available for some years, and there are already concerns about the power of such RCTs.\(^{7}\) The observed RR of the outcome between ICS+LABA and ICS alone satisfies the non-inferiority criterion of such RCTs (the upper bound of CI being less than 2) by a wide margin. Even at the maximum increased risk (RR=1.41) compatible with the results of the present study, the trials will likely fail to detect any difference in the risk.\(^{13}\) In the meantime, the results of the present study, especially if confirmed by future research, provide evidence to patients, clinicians and policy makers with regard to the safety of combination therapy with ICS and LABA.
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